
Asset Performance Management (APM) solutions can sig-

nificantly increase power plant reliability. Data-based 

analyses check all critical plant assets and trigger risk-

based inspections and maintenance tasks. This allows 

operators to develop proactive strategies for long-term 

asset optimization that help reduce the cost of operating 

and maintaining power plants as well as spare part inven-

tories. It also increases in-market availability and provides 

appropriate risk management to support compliance with 

legal regulations. The impact can be directly seen in the 

increased profitability for the plant.

Power generators can realize value from Asset Performance 
Management if

• there’s enough power generation-specific domain  
expertise

• all relevant data is identified and standardized

• algorithms are applied to the real-world power plant

• transparency is derived from insights and actionable 
recommendations to impact the daily business

The crucial point lies in the diversity of power plants, their 
structures, the large quantity of assets and data, and their 
physical distance between assets and data analytics.
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There are various approaches to Asset Performance Manage-
ment in different industries. However, power plants are a 
special environment to work with, and this is better considered 
to ensure Asset Performance Management works for power 
generators. There is a range of sizes, from small power gen-
erators to large lignite power plants. The nature of its process, 
with no redundancy in its main systems and the number of 
assets in a power plant, meaning the items that need to be 
maintained, is significant. For a standard combined cycle 

power plant, this number can easily exceed 15.000, with more 
than 5.000 that can be supported by Asset Performance 
Management. The amount of available data that can be used 
for condition-based maintenance is a challenge in its own 
right: A modern combined cycle power plant produces 25 
million archive entries from 50.000 signals every day. Omnivise 
Availability is built to support these huge data streams and 
can scale to support major components in fleets of power 
plants with Asset Performance Management.

Asset Performance Management by Omnivise Availability will help asset managers, reliability engineers and maintenance 
managers move away from daily firefighting mode to a proactive style of maintenance. It helps manage and optimize the 
effectiveness of inspections, periodic maintenance activities, and condition-based maintenance as well as balance operation 
and maintenance efforts with reliability and inventories of spare parts and consumables. It’s obvious that Asset Performance 
Management requires data from the field and analytics to identify impending failures at an early stage and support condition 
based management. Therefore, Siemens Omnivise Availability views Asset Performance Management as a continuous im-
provement cycle (Figure 1):

• Acquisition of operational data from the power plant

• Data analysis and diagnostics to identify anomalies and point them to failure modes

• Asset reliability management defines the right maintenance strategy for power plant assets

• Plant management executes work orders, inspections and solves the identified upcoming failure

• Visualizations of health indexes and key operating parameters

2. Siemens follows a holistic view of Asset Performance Management

1. Power plants are different

Fig. 1: Asset Performance Management as a continuous improvement cycle
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Secure data acquisition is the foundation 
Power plants are critical infrastructures in many countries where exposure to the Internet is often limited to one or two 
hours per day. Changes to process control systems are also kept to the absolute minimum, because any change brings 
risk to a power plant’s operation. Omnivise Availability therefore acquires all available data through a lean and secure 
upload mechanism and stores it in a secure data center operated by Siemens. This allows the processing of data for 
analytics and diagnostics to be isolated from the critical process control system. Patching or updates at the power plant 
aren’t required to make changes to analytics or to add new analytics with additional data needs. The data transfer 
utilizes a secure tunnel, and certificates ensure that the data is sent only to the Siemens data center and there to the 
area dedicated to the specific power plant.

Many assets aren’t connected to DCS systems, and meters are read on operator rounds. Siemens’ partner Bentley Sys-
tems Inc. provides mobile inspection capabilities that enter those readings directly into a handheld device for use in 
Omnivise Availability. Errors and the effort of translating paperwork into dialogues are both avoided. But also labora-
tory results are used for analytics. Finally: it is always possible to add e.g. wireless sensors and make their signals 
available through the upload mechanism to the data center.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Power plant-specific data analytics and  
diagnostics identify failures 
For Asset Performance Management, nomaly detection isn’t enough. The goal is to recognize a specific failure so that 
it can be linked to a failure mode and to a recommended work order for the maintenance team on-site. Siemens Om-
nivise Availability uses rule-based models designed precisely for this purpose. The models are fed by the signals stored 
in the data center.

There are special diagnostic systems for all major plant equipment. Coal fired powerplant can count easily 30 diagnos-
tic systems, each focusing on a particular component of the power plants; of course some, like anomaly detection, 
cover a broad array of components. The output of these systems is valuable input that can be integrated into Omnivise 
Availability through file transfer. The failure indication of those diagnostic systems is also linked to failure modes and 
will trigger corrective action.

Plant management supports operations and maintenance task
Plant management systems support maintenance managers and their staff in keeping the power plant ready for oper-
ation. Siemens Omnivise Availability assists all major maintenance management systems with data exchange. Also shift 
management benefits from Asset Reliability Management. With integration to the Asset Reliability Management system, 
operations manager can restructure inspection rounds, which balances reliability requirements with the workload for 
power plant operators and coordinate resources and lockout/tagout, if required.

Insights into the asset’s condition:  
Visualization for reliability engineers and managers 
Asset Performance Management isn’t just used by power users like reliability and maintenance managers. Power plant 
and asset managers – and probably dispatchers as well – also want the health of their power plants, units, systems, 
and components to be transparent. Omnivise Availability uses standardized visualization templates organized  
according to the asset hierarchy that incorporate information from analytics and diagnostics as well as Asset Reliability 
Management.

A dashboard (Figure 2) provides an overview of lagging and leading indicators or about the effectiveness and efficien-
cy of the maintenance processes. An alarm list shows all assets with upcoming problems in a clear way but allows 
through tabs to go immediately into details. The diagram with worst actors points to theareas, where focus is needed.

Asset Reliability Management optimizes maintenance management 
Siemens’ partner Bentley Systems Inc. provides with AssetWise Reliability a mature and widely accepted product for Asset Reliabil-
ity Management, which strategizes Asset Performance Management. Asset Reliability Management defines the differences between 
breakdown, preventive, and condition-based maintenance. Moving away from breakdown maintenance allows maintenance orga-
nizations to proactively manage resources and schedules. Balanced preventive and condition-based maintenance increases flexi-
bility for planning outages and reduces unnecessary work during periodic maintenance. Inventory can be reduced through better 
transparency in planned changes, and inspection effort can get optimized through insights into inspection effectiveness.

For condition-based maintenance Asset Reliability Management receives indications of upcoming failures and triggers appropriate 
work order requests at the maintenance management system. Also, inspection tasks are managed to ensure operator rounds will 
provide relevant data to identify the condition of monitored assets.

A service bus ensures interoperability of the central asset reliability system and the maintenance management system at the pow-
er plant. Therefore, both systems share the asset hierarchy, the list of components, and asset types. It is the exact representation 
of the physical power plant asset structure and the related reliability information that makes the Reliability Twin. There’s a contin-
uous exchange between both systems to update work order requests and work order status and indicators like costs and failure 
rates.

With the information from the Asset Reliability Management system to schedule and assign work orders for critical assets on time, 
with enough time to request spare parts and/or suppliers and to schedule lock-out, when the production schedule is impacted less.
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3. The Siemens approach

• Power plant expertise: 
 Siemens builds components, designs and delivers complete 

gas turbines and combined cycle and steam power plants, 
and operates and maintains power plants. Asset models 
capture the knowledge of all these elements. Hydro, wind, 
and other generation types will follow.

• The expertise of a major power plant OEM: 
 Siemens is a supplier of many major power plant assets 

like gas and steam turbines, generators, transformers, 
switches, I & C equipment, and large drives. All of can in-
corporate digitalization technologies through intelligent 
diagnostic engines or cloud-based algorithms.

• Consulting services:
 Several departments at Siemens are focused on consulting 

and reliability assessments performed by power plant 
professionals. Siemens Management Consulting guides 
owners and operators through change management pro-
cesses.

Siemens Gas and Power is uniquely positioned to provide  
Asset Performance Management for power plants.  

The ecosystem is manifold:

3.1. Capturing Siemens’ domain expertise as an O&M of power plants 

A huge amount of knowledge is captured in asset models. Typically, the implementation of Asset Performance Management 
projects takes years. Siemens’ asset models (Figure 3) help drastically cut the time to first results because they are power 
generation-specific and ready to use. Asset models are defined by asset types, systems, areas, and units. They hold their 
failure modes and how they can be detected. In case this is through analytics then the models hold also the required analyt-
ical models and associated signals.

The data volumes at a power plant are enormous, and Siemens Gas and Power put a lot of effort into making Asset Perfor-
mance Management ready to support fleets of power plants – from data acquisition through data storage to analytics for big 
data and processing for the reliability management system. Along with Bentley Systems Inc., Siemens Gas and Power found 
the right approach to supporting large power generators in an integrated manner.

Equipment and processes at power plants differ in terms of 
their technology, age, and suppliers. Standards for maintenance 
management processes, for example, often develop over time 
but are not applied to older plants, because the effort didn’t 
promise equivalent returns. Therefore, within one utility’s 
power plants, it is common to find maintenance management 
systems with inconsistencies, for example, for asset classes. 
Designation systems differ between every power station. 
Omnivise Availability treats the situation on-site as a given in 
order to avoid the effort of data cleansing that often is required 
upfront an APM project.

Even the same types of assets usually aren’t similarly equipped 
with sensors. Siemens either retrofits assets with wireless 
sensors to minimize engineering effort for a DCS, or else 
analytical and asset models are adapted to the available signals 
to make the asset model work.

Though the Omnivise Availability cycle may seem like a closed 
system, it’s not. Several combinations of the individual building 
blocks provide meaningful solutions for meeting specific re-
quirements depending on the plant’s maturity. Three examples:

1. Only data acquisition is visualized 
Especially at the beginning of the asset performance journey, 
it’s important to raise awareness of asset health. Signals from 
the DCS or process data archives may then be used to visual-
ize key operating parameters and aggregated key performance 
indicators.

2. Data acquisition can function alongside with diagnostic 
engines and visualize results
In a further step, the asset’s condition can be analyzed and 
visualized to support managers with insights for decision-mak-
ing.

3. Asset Reliability Management can be utilized with mo-
bile inspections only
Asset Reliability Management contributes the criticality defi-
nitions of various assets to help prioritize Asset Performance 
Management projects. The project starts with installing  
AssetWise, and over time more and more assets will be con-
nected following the defined strategy. Quick wins can be 
achieved through mobile inspections.

3.2. Standardized modules reduce time to go live

3.3. High performance even for fleets of power plants

3.4. Customization meets all business and maturity levels

Fig. 3: Standardized asset models help reduce time to go live

• Delivery capabilities: 
 No system will create value if it’s not implemented in a 

state-of-the art manner. Siemens Global Operations for 
Digitalization provides implementation and project man-
agement services, from onboarding of power plants to 
complex projects like the rollout of Asset Performance 
Management to fleets of power plants. If required, addi-
tional sensors can also be installed.

• Siemens operates one of the largest cloud platforms in 
the world: MindSphere. 

 Key elements of Asset Performance Management systems 
like the data center and Asset Reliability Management run 
in the cloud to provide high security, global access to in-
formation, and unrivaled processing capabilities at afford-
able costs. 
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How can it be ensured that Omnivise Availability creates value? It’s not just about capturing the domain expertise of power 
plant operators. At Omnivise Availability, the operations and business results from Siemens Gas and Power operated power 
plants is evaluated. San Gabriel in the Philippines was the first, followed by a unit in Europe and one in North America. These 
results help to optimize service delivery.

In recent years, the acceptance increased for public datacenter 
services, in other words, cloud services. Reduced infrastructure 
and operation costs, fast deployment, and extremely short 
innovation cycles are unrivaled advantages of cloud services. 
Omnivise Availability offers Asset Performance Management 
as a service, where customers pay for the value of analytics 
and reliability management instead of infrastructure.

3.5. Offering value: Omnivise Availability is Asset as a service

Central services provide additional benefits for power plant 
fleets: Data mining can be applied to data from even large 
fleets of power plants to help identify failure patterns. The 
results are fed back with no effort from the customer. Addi-
tional services plug into a consistent architecture.

6. Summary 
With Omnivise Availability, Siemens provides the value 
of Asset Performance Management as a service in part-
nership with Bentley Systems, Inc. The unique combi-
nation of Siemens’ domain expertise as a power plant 
operator and OEM, Bentley Systems, Inc.’s proven Asset 
Reliability Management product, and the full range of 
Siemens’ cloud capabilities and connected systems re-
duces delivery time while maximizing the number of 
monitored assets. A pilot is proving the capabilities and 
benefits of the solution.

5. Conclusion 
Asset Performance Management as a service will accelerate 
the digitalization of power plants and provide intelligent 
analytics, innovative offerings, and managed service solutions 
for a wide range of systems, from individual plants to entire 
fleets of power plants.

4. Quality is a key success factor: Thorough testing before release
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